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Over 90 percent of the US population seeks help for back pain at one point or another during the
course of their life. If you're a horseperson, back pain is of particular concern as it not only robs
you of the joys of riding—it threatens your livelihood, as well. From grooming and tacking up, to
performing a flawless reining pattern or jumping a clean round, to stacking hay bales or pushing
a wheelbarrow, everything we do on and around horses demands a supple, strong, healthy
back. Now, in his unique, easygoing style, Dr. Jim Warson—a neurosurgeon who also happens
to be a lifelong horseman—provides all the practical information you need to understand the
diagnosis and treatment of back pain—whether caused by equestrian pursuits, outside
activities, illness, or heredity. More importantly, he shows readers how to prevent back problems
before they have a chance to unseat you. This book includes: • "Normal" back biology and
function • Congenital conditions, trauma, arthritis, and infection • Understanding symptoms and
pinpointing problem areas • Tack's impact on the physics of riding • How your horse's
conformation can affect your body • Traditional and alternative treatments and therapies •
Techniques for saddling and mounting without stress • Recommendations for pregnant riders. In
addition, Dr. Warson provides a section specifically geared toward improving rider flexibility and
strength. You'll find step-by-step instructions and photo series for 10 stretches and 8 exercises
for a healthy, stress-free back, allowing you to not only enjoy your riding but all your day-to-day
activities, whatever they may be.
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TO MY MOTHER(Comanche Translation)Pia, ura siku sokoba?a nua u tuitutua petu.Unuse
ukuna tuhuya?ba nu to?toi.Unuse nu tuawekunu tuhuye se masuye.Na hakanai hina
suabitai.Nuse sika tupoo?hai niha masuabitaina.Suruu nu iyai?puni na tuasu nu tuhuyani.Urii
iyaikatu se nu uruu urii punikatu hina suruu matii suabitaina.Sumetu se nu kehena puha taibo?a
supanaitu nuruka u hanipu.Unuse nu tuaweku eeka nu suabitai kanu supanaitutsi se nu
susumuni atii tuaweku?hutui.Sube se suruu sika nu suabetai?ha numai supanai?hutui.Nuse
tuhuya?ba ai?mia tsaa nuusukatu nu pihi tsaa nuusukatu u nasukamakatu.U sua ma saikatu ai?
mia tsaa nuusukatu.Unse u supanaina nu suana tsaa nuusukatu.Subetu se sua tsaaku sika
numu tekawana?a numu hanikatu.Subetu ma.(English Translation)I thank you for bringing me



into the world,and for being the first who put me on a horse.You told me to learn about
horses,and that learning can come from anywhere and at any time.I learned the knowledge in
this bookfrom my patients and my horses,since there was no doctor who could teach it to
me.You once told me that I must pass knowledge such as this on to others.When I ride I touch
your spirit,and you know that I have done so.
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PREFACEThis book is for people who love horses and love to ride. It doesn’t matter whether you
have a strong back or a weak one. If you have chronic soreness, an injury, or even if you are
currently pain-free, this is for you.Low back pain is one of the most common and most costly
medical problems in industrialized countries. Over 90 percent of the US population seeks help
for back pain at one point or another in their lives. Approximately 50 percent of working-age
people in the US suffer from acute low back pain every year, and it is estimated that the annual
productivity loss from this condition totals between $20 and $50 billion.Though no back injury is
desirable, it can be even more problematic for those who live with horses and love them. Back
pain can literally rob you of the enjoyment you get from riding and working with your horses.My
mother, a Comanche, taught me how to ride. I’ve ridden all my life. Horses have been an
important part of my life—even when my schooling and my medical practice occupied most of
my time.The Jeans TestI spent the first four years of my neurosurgery career in Lexington,
Kentucky, surrounded by racehorses and race people. In 1978, I moved my practice to Fort
Collins, Colorado, and for the next two decades, I was a practicing neurosurgeon on the front
range of Colorado, which has one of the highest densities of pleasure horses in America.Our
Colorado practice had three partners. One was young, very handsome, tall, and blond-haired—
he looked like a movie star. One was a yuppie; the kind that drove a Porsche and was into white
wine at room temperature. And then there was me: the son of a Comanche, who loved
horses.When patients came to our office without a particular physician preference, the
secretaries would assign them a partner based on what they referred to as the “Jeans Test.”The
really attractive patients who came in wearing tight jeans got the movie star. People who came in
designer jeans went to the yuppie. Those who walked in wearing just plain, dirty, horse-owner
jeans were sent to me.So, here I was, confronted with a lot of patients who rode horseback.
These people were very personally involved with their horses. Since they spent a lot of time on
horseback, however, they were consistently getting injured or aggravating old injuries.I realized
there was a huge crowd of folks who had back pain, who rode horses, and nobody was
providing them with the right information. These patients with back pain would often try doctor
after doctor in the hopes of finding someone who was qualified to help alleviate their physical
pain, and who would also support their desire to ride again as soon as possible.A typical
scenario involved an avid rider with some sort of back problem. The patient would go in to see



her doctor—who had probably not spent 30 minutes on a horse in his whole life.The doctor
would tell his patient, “Riding horses is bad for your back. You’ll have to quit riding.”Eventually,
this acutely depressed and quite despondent patient would show up in my office. I would look
over the situation and try to figure out what was best for the patient from a clinical perspective. I
would also try to find a solution for getting her back in the saddle.I treated many ranchers,
pleasure riders, professional riders, barrel racers, cutters, and competitive rodeo riders. These
people needed to be riding. They wanted to be riding. And either ill-informed or uninformed
doctors had told them that they would just have to quit doing what they loved most because they
had back pain.Looking for AnswersWhen I tried to find out how other neurologists and
neurosurgeons had successfully treated equestrians’ riding-related injuries, I discovered that
nobody had any credible experience. Or, at least, no one had ever written any practical
documentation on the topic.I tried for years to educate physicians. At seminars and
symposiums, I’d give talks on the neurosurgical consequences of riding sports. My colleagues
thought the material was interesting, but very few of them were riders, and even fewer were as
personally interested in their “rider patients” as I was. They didn’t understand the enormous
importance true riders—even those with spinal injuries—place on their time in the saddle.
Therefore, what I had to say to neurologists about the subject of equestrian back health often fell
on deaf ears.Since the medical profession was absolutely bankrupt when it came to knowledge
about back problems in horseback riders (medical doctors might understand the back issues,
but they are often at a loss when it comes to understanding that a rider rides), I decided to go
out and get that knowledge myself.My medical practice became narrowly focused on the
equestrian back. I rode as often as possible and spent my time on horseback analyzing the
anatomy and the physics involved. I thought about riding. I observed other riders with varying
degrees of ability engage in different riding disciplines, and I spent countless hours at horse
shows and other equestrian events, on the rail as a spectator, in the ring as a competitor, and on
the sidelines as a physician.I saw an awful lot of people in pain along the way—in fact, I had to
treat at least one significant horse-related injury at nearly every show I attended. When I
watched people ride it soon became apparent, based on their posture, how they rode, the type
of horse they rode, and the style of riding they favored, that some of them were going to be
suffering from back pain more than others.I formed, discarded, reformed, and polished a series
of hypotheses. And I continued to treat the patients in my practice as we all worked together to
understand how to keep a rider’s back as strong as possible for as long as possible.I’m not going
to discuss nuclear physics in this book. Of course, there will be some basic anatomy—just to
make sure we’re all talking about the same thing. I’ll introduce you to some of the most common
physical causes of back pain. If you currently suffer from back pain, you’ll discover what medical
science can do for you, what alternative therapies are available, and what you can do to help
yourself. You’ll meet riders who have faced the same problems you face—and come out ahead.
You’ll also find some simple exercises to help stretch your back, strengthen it, and keep it pain-
free.Responsible KnowledgeWhen I was doing my residency at Vanderbilt University in



Nashville, Tennessee, I did a consult on a guy who had been in a car wreck the night before.
When I went in to see him, he was lying there in the hospital bed with both arms and both legs in
traction. His chest had been opened. His abdomen had been opened. Fortunately for him,
however, there was nothing neurologically wrong.As I examined him, we started talking. The
state’s mandatory seat belt law had passed the week before. Eventually, I couldn’t help asking,
“Did you have your seat belt on when you had the accident?”“Doc, that law is a joke,” the young
man said. “When you see you’re about to crash, you don’t have time to put that sucker on.”That
man not only lacked knowledge, but he also lacked the responsibility to acquire the knowledge
he was missing. As a result, he was destined to a life of pain and discomfort.You have already
taken an important step toward improving your back health—you picked up this book. You have
taken responsibility for acquiring the necessary knowledge to address the issue of back pain in
your life.I always felt the vast majority of my patients were bright, intelligent people. If they were
capable of owning and caring for a horse, I reasoned, they were capable of caring for
themselves.I apply the same reasoning to you. You have taken the time to search for a way to
either treat your back pain or—better yet—avoid it altogether. Within these pages, I hope you
find the answers to your questions. And I wish you many years of pain-free riding.James
Warson, MDKamuela, Hawaii
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Carolyn, “Calling all Riders. This doc speaks from experience as a rider, physician, clinician and
with a clear voice. As an older woman, I have ridden for years, experienced my fair share of
being chucked off a horse, ended up in the ER and can identify with the different horse types,
tack, riding styles and horse motions that he describes. His years of practice as a neurosurgeon
are condensed in this small book using mostly lay language to provide clear direction to those
who want to KEEP a healthy body/back as well as for those who want to REHAB a back that is
injured. Are the stretching exercises fun or pain-free, no. Is having a bad back that keeps you off
your horse any fun? No. Take your pick. This is the best book I have found. I bought the Kindle
version and a friend bought the book. I wish I had the hardcopy because for the exercises, it's
much easier to see the images.”

Susan Walla Walla, “Finally a Doctor who understand you don't have to stop riding to halt back
pain.!. . The first thing the orthopedic surgeons I have seen over the years tell me regarding my
degenerative disk issue is that I must give up riding. They fail to understand that for many of us,
horses are more than a sport, they are our life. Dr. Wasron gets that. Thus as someone who has
ridden for years with back issues I appreciated the chapter on how the horse you ride's
confirmation could be a major obstacle to riding pain-free, and he goes well beyond just telling
you to find a horse without a rough trot. l Also appreciated the attention to different disciplines
and how our body types are affected by the the positioning required by various equine sports. As
someone who has ridden hunter/ jumpers and is the mother of a saddle bronc rider who also
suffers from back injuries, this Dr. speaks from a lifetime of experience in dealing with the whole
equine community..  The book gave me hope I can ride well into my 80's.”

Bilingual Learner, “Excellent Back Info and Exercises for the Rider. I'm almost finished reading
this book right now and it is full of helpful tips and detailed info about keeping your back safe as
a rider. I have had back problems for 20 years and I've done A LOT of reading on back injury
and treatments, but this book is full of information and exercises I didn't know! So wonderful to
have a horseman who is also an MD writing this book. My only critiques for this book are the
author's repeated recommendations to use NSAIDs frequently, even when there is no pain...and
his assurance that one can actually "overcome aging" as is stated in the subtitle of the book.
Come on, no one can do that.”

HW, “Good Information. As a retired R.N, I was personally disappointed in this book but believe it
would be very helpful to a non-medical person who just wants to know more about their back
and how to possibly prevent or reduce their back pain. This book provides an excellent over all
view of the human back and discussed multiple back conditions. The pictures and descriptions
were wonderful. The information and terminology is explained in a very user friendly way (Kudos
to the doctor :>) I have several back issues myself and found some of the excercises to be



contrary to what I have been advised or instructed. However, this can happen with any type of
medical condition and only serves to underscore the necessesity to consult with your own
doctor or therapist. As so many "seniors" are getting into riding these days, I would love to see
some one do a book on Yoga, core excercises, pilates, etc with some of our ailments in
mind...such as blown disks, arthritis, osteoporosis, etc.”

Jessica, “Worth the price!. I bought this book and another, similar, book off Amazon. This book is
by far the better book! For one, I loved how the author realizes that horse people are going to
ride no matter what, so his goal is to try and help them be as comfortable as possible based on
individual build, past injuries, riding style, etc.I even gave a copy to my chiropractor because he
told me riding horses was bad for my back and I feel this book will best educate him on aspects
of horseback riding and back health.”

S. Shore, “Good book!. I bought this book pre-order and it arrived very quickly. The author
knows his stuff. I am an x-ray tech by trade, so nearly everything I read was understandable to
me. He wrote the book so everytone could understand it- medical terms were explained, and
there was an extensive glossary of terms. I got the book because my husband suffers badly
from back pain and is an avid rider. I occasionally suffer from back pain- usually from doing too
much sitting trot. The author was very complete in his assessment of the rider and even the type
of horse they should be riding. Fortunately my husband and his horse are a great match, me
and my horse aren't so good, but with some work I think we will be OK. The author also went
through a series of stretches and also treatment options from traditional to alternative. I found it
a very interesting book with a lot of information for anyone who is interested in riding. I even
loaned it to my chiropractor who said he would probably get a copy because he treats riders as
well.Happy reading,Kathy”

twhcoal, “simplicity. very informative  excellent advice”

Seabright, “Got Me Back in the Saddle. I purchased this right after rupturing a disk in my low
back and found it extremely useful. It was great to read something so encouraging vis a vis
keeping up my riding, and I found the positive attitude really helped to keep the blues away. The
exercises are terrific: practical, achievable, and I can do them at home without taking an hour
and a half every morning before I go to work. I also really appreciated the guidance on exercise
reps - so many times you are told to do 3 sets of 10, no matter your current fitness level. I was so
wrecked that at first I could only do 1 of each of these. I built up to five reps of everything and felt
great the whole time. It has been a year since my injury and I'm pain free, chasing down cows,
and can't even imagine starting my day without doing my exercise routine. Thank you, Dr.
Warson!”

Gibberish, “G. Haven't had chance to read much yet”



Ebook Library Reader, “Four Stars. Really useful information”

B Charlton, “Excellent advice. Good explanations of what goes wrong in the spine and some
very useful exercises to help correct bad posture.  It worked for me!”

Debra Milne, “The best book... A well written sensible book that gives hope to people like me
with serious back issues to get back into the saddle and to continue to take care of your back
and to enjoy riding..”

Harris, “Best book my wife ever read on the subject. I bought this book for my wife who has
suffered from being thrown from a horse 20 plus years ago and other injuries. She says it's the
best book she's ever read on the subject and most helpful. She likes that it is written by a doctor
who rides. I gave it four stars and will review this book again once she has had the opportunity to
finish the book and start riding in the Spring”

The book by James Warson has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 41 people have provided feedback.
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